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THE REAL WEALTH

          One day, a rich man decided to take his son on a trip to the country. 
The wealthy man wanted to show his son how the poor people live so he 
could be thankful for his wealth.

          They spent two days on a farm of a very poor family. on their way 
home the rich man asked his son,”how was our trip with this poor family and 
what did you learn?”.
        
           The son answered” I saw that we have servants to serve us, but they 
serve others. we have one dog and they have four. We have imported 
lanterns in our garden and they have stars at night. We buy our food, but 
they grow theirs. We have a big pool in our garden, but they have a creek 
that has no end. We have large walls to protect us and they have friends to 
protect them” finally the son added, “Thanks dad for showing me how poor 
we are.

                                                AMAN RAMZI K



         THE PROUD ROSE
       Once upon a time, there was a beautiful rose plant in a garden. One 
of the roses on the plant was proud of its beauty. However, it was 
disappointed that it was growing next to an ugly cactus. Everyday, the 
rose would insult the cactus  about its looks, but the cactus stayed quiet. 
All the other plants in the garden tried to stop the rose from bullying the 
cactus, but the rose was too swayed by its own beauty to listen to 
anyone. 
         One summer, a well in the garden dried up and there was no water 
for the plants. The rose slowly began to wilt. The rose saw a sparrow dip 
its beak into the cactus for some water. The rose then felt ashamed for 
having made fun of the cactus all this time. But because it was in need 
of water, it went to ask the cactus if it could have some water. The kind 
cactus agreed, and they both got through summer as friends.

MORAL
never judge someone by the way they look!

- NIHMA M



THE
     POWER OF TEAM WORK

          Once upon a time, there was a little ant 
named Andy. Andy was always busy collecting food for 

the ant colony. One day, he came across a big piece of bread. 
Excitedly, he started pushing it towards the colony all by himself. 

Along the way, he met a group of ants who offered to help him. Andy 
feeling proud and independent, refused their help and continued on his 

own. But as he struggled to move the bread, he realised that team work 
would make the task much easier. He humbly accepted the help of the other 

ants. Together, they successfully brought the bread to the colony.

MORAL
Team work and cooperation can lead to greater success than trying to do everything 
alone.

- FATHIMA SHIFNA P



                            THE DAY

It clears. And  the sun 
Throws lights on the dust 
On the windows, the
Constancy of that mist.
To see “if the weather is with us”
And it is amazing how much
a window letd in
or out. part of a 
cross from a tower
on a puddle on
a connecting walk,
white waterpipes that
Slidle up sides of 
whitebbuilding to tie 
tin cornices to 
ground , other window
polished by indi-
reactions of reflec-
tions.Quiet.
The sky.
                                                                                       MINHAJ TV



                          THE COMPUTER
The computer has become a part of the media only in recent years. In the 
1960s and a ‘70s, computer were mostly used by big companies and 
businessmen. Very few people could buy a computer to be used at home.
        In the 1980s and ‘90s, there was an incredible growth in computer 
sales. The popularity of the internet, the world wide web the e-mail have 
made computers inevitable in the modern world. Have you ever thought 
about advantages of the internet, it helps millions of people to 
communicate with each other quickly and cheaply. Moreover, it enable 
quick access to knowledge.
The first mechanical adding machine was made by pascal in France, and 
improved upon by Leibniz who made the first calculating machine, called 
the ‘difference engine’, in 1822. later, he designed the even more 
powerful ‘analytical engine’, but could not get it made. Its basic design is 
remarkably similar to the modern electronic computer.

                                                         -MUHAMMED SHMEEM



RHYTHMS OF NATURE

In spring times embrace, blossoms 
unfold,
Nature’s canvas painted in hues of gold 
summer’s warmth blankets the earth
below,
a symphony of life in a vibrant flow

autumn whispers tales of falling leaves,
crisp air dances, as the landscape 
grieves
Winter’s chill, a serene, icy embraces
A tranquil beauty in a frosty grace

- NADIYA NOURIN TV



MAY

May is the month 
of sunshine and flowers,
birds in their nest,
and one or two showers,
games to play and kites to fly
or just looking at the sky 
we could spend a year this way
if the year were made of May

- MEGJITH



          MAGICAL  DREAM

    On my......dream
     When i go to bed
     It come in my sleep
     May be it is true
     Or it be false,
     But i think it,s true
     Which come in my sleep 

    There are many of them in world 
    It make us happiness
    With pleasure
    Which come in my sleep
  

     On......my dream
     When i go to my bed
     It come in my sleep

                                                                             

                                                                           Muhammed Riswan.M



        THE GOLDEN TOUCH 

There once was a king named Midas who a good deed for satyr-a spirit a 
spirit of nature. Dionysus, the god of wine, then grand him a wish.
For his wish, Midas asked that whatever he touched would turn to gold. 
Despite Dionysus efforts to prevent it. Midas pleaded that this was a 
fantastic wish, So it was belowed exited about his newly-earned powers. 
Midas started touching all kinds of things, turning each item into pure gold.
But soon, Midas become hungry, as he picked up a piece of food, he found 
he couldn’t eat it. It had turned to gold in his hand. Hungry, Midas 
groaned,”I’ll starve perhaps this wasn’t such an excellent wish after all!” 
seeing his dismay, Midas’s beloved daughter threw her arms around him to 
comfort him, and she, too, turned to gold “the golden touch is no blessing”. 
Midas cried. Moral: greed will always lead to down fall.

- RANIYAH PALAKKAL



 INK AND SILENCE

In the hush of dusty shelves,
a bookworm finds their solace dwells.
Pages turn, worlds unfold
In silence, stories are told 

In introvert’s retreat, they roam,
lost in tales, far from home
among the whispers of paper and ink
a bookworm finds solace, a place to think

- SHAHANA SHERIN P



HUMAN ROBOT 
INTERACTION 
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Human Robot interaction has 
recently received considerable 
attention in the 
academic 
community, In 
labs, in 
technology 
compa-nies, 
and through the media, because of 
this attention, it is desirable to 
present a survey of human robot 
interactin (HRI) to serve as a tutorial 
to people outside the field and to 
promote descussion of a unified 
vision of  human robot interaction 
(HRI) within the field, the goal of this 
review is to present a unified 
treatment of human robot 
interaction (HRI), related problems 
to identify key themes, and discuss 
challenge  problems that are likely to 
shape the field in the near future, 
Althrough the review follows a 
survay structure, the goal of 
presenting a cober-ent ‘story’ of 
human robot interaction (HRI) means 

that there are necessarily some well-
written ,intriguing and influential 
papers that are not referenced, 
instead of trying to survey every 
paper , we describe the human robot 
interaction (HRI) story from multiple 
perspectives with an eye toward 
identifying themes that cross appli-
cations the survay attempts to 
include papers that represent a fair 
cross selection of the universities , 

government efforts, 
industry labs, and 
countries that 
contribute to human 
robot interaction (HRI) 
and a cross section of 
the disciplines that 

contribute to the field, such as 
human, factors, robotics, cognitive 
psychology and design.

                                                          
                                     
                                                          
                                                
FATHIMA FIDHA P



HOW BEAUTIFUL THAT MORNING WAS

In an early morning when I
woke up early in my life
I realised the beauty of the world
and its talent to attract all

The chirping and squabbling of birds
The dancing of branches in the breeze
The cla-cla sound of flowing stream
and the joy of sun to rise up

when I looked at the garden
I saw different kinds of flowers
I saw a group of roses, that
enjoying the beauty themselves

- FATHIMA DILFA CK



           HEAVEN OF EARTH

“When i come to school”,

I saw the tiny shrubs and big trees

welcome me to this hold....

Yes it was a beginning 

Of a new great life....

Further days, months and years

Wore rushing rapidly

Yes i was beginning yielded 



HEART BEATS...

 It was a calm morning 
In the june 2021
I impressed my feet on 
The golden soil
of V.H.M.H.S.S
My mind was getting accentuated
And senses were competing to absorb
It’s charming beaty...   
loneliness dreams arose
From the depth of my heart and 
I saw the tiny shrubs and big trees
Welcome me to this hold...
Yes.. It was the begning
Of a new great life...!
Further days, months and years
Were rushing rapidly 
Yes- I was being yielded
By the laws of nature 
Unknowingly, i grew up 
My mind, Thoughts everything charged 
What I aquired from here
Is beyond words...
I could see new  drops of excellence
I could smell the fragrance of education
I could taste the nectar of humility 
I could hear the fine notes of knowlege 
I could touch the soft layers of innocence
My God, mare this soar to heights always...
Then it is the “ HEAVEN OF EARTH”
                                                    MAHROOF  C



FLY

When i was reading a book
a fly jumps and flies in front of me
It was the time of darkness
the dim light of a candle
from this, I can see him play
by seeing him play, I thought
whether he know fire makes him burn

I think he doesn’t know
he flew down to my book 
I looked at him, his small wings burned
Hands and legs moved fast
then stopped, went to deep sleep 
and I witnessed a death, still
the candle glows, throws fire on the fly.

- DILAN RAJ



DREAMY WORLD

I dream a world filled with love 
spreading the message of peace with dove,
more greenery, more fresh air
no pollution anywhere.

A world of Disney and Wizards
having Mickey, Donald and Harry Potter pictured
entertainment for everyone
The world is filled with so much fun.

A world full of adventures
which leads me to find treasures 
when my dream gets interesting
then i wake up with my window glistening

                                                      
- WASIL K



DREAMS COME TRUE

Feelings that once were hidden
are now expressed to you
days that once were stormy
are now the brightest blue.

Times that once were lonely
are now the brightest blue
All that once was mine alone
are now things we both treasure

Night that once was cold
are now comforting and warm
Tears that once was very real
are now gone with the storm

A heart that once was broken
can now finally mend
A person once alone in life
can now call you a friend

dreams that once were longed for
are now all coming true

- MUHAMMED ARSHAD NM



                 DREAMS
                 

                 Holds fast to dreams
                                    For if dreams die
                                    Life is a broken-winged bird
                                    That cannot fly 
                                     

                                      Hold fast dreams
                                      For when dreams ago
                                     Life is barren field
                                      Frozen with snow
                                   
                                                                        FATHIMA SHIRIN.CT



           DON’T GIVE UP
 
       A long time ago, there lived a boy named Rodney in a village. He 
was very happy with his family. But his happiness could not last for 
long. Rodney and his fellow villagers faced a drought. They desperately 
waited for it to rain, but with no luck. All the crops, land and even trees 
dried up. The cattle started dying. As there was no rain, the stream 
was drying up slowly. 
       One night, during a meeting in the village, Rodney said, “Friends, 
we all have heard tales from our grandparents about an underground 
river flowing through our village. Why don’t we dig and see.” the 
villagers agreed and started digging. They dug for some days, but gave 
up soon. However, Rodney kept digging. When people told him to give 
up, he said, “God is helping and guiding my way.”
      One day, when he had dug deep enough, Rodney saw water. His 
attitude of not giving up saved the whole village. “Never give up so 
easily”, he advised the villagers. Now, they are never short of water 
and whenever any problem rises, all the villagers come up together 
and find a solution. 

- HASHIR ASHRAF



           CLASS ROOM

When I sate in the bench
I heard a thousand mixed sounds
when I look around the classroom
All students are chilling
       
           When I saw a lot of new faces
           But no one to look at me 
           Then I look at the nature
           that was smiling upon me

when I saw the golden soil
of my heaver
my mind was getting accentuated
and senses were competing to absorb
its charming beauty.....! 

- MUHAMMED NAJMU SWABAH



       A PRAYER IN SPRING

Oh, give us pleasure in the flowers to-day;
And give us not to think so far away
As the uncertain harvest; keep us here
All simply in the springing of the year.

Oh, give us pleasure in the orchard white,
Like nothing else by day, like ghosts by night;
And make us happy in the happy bees,
The swarm dilating round the perfect trees.

And make us happy in the darting bird 
That suddenly above the bees is heard,
The meteor that thrusts in with needle bill,
And off a blossom in mid air stands still.

For this is love and nothing else is love,
The which it is reserved for god above
To sanctify to what far ends He will,
But which it only needs that we fulfil.   
 

                                                                           Muhammed Ashmil.VK
                                                                            L.K



THE GROWTH OF TECHNOLOGY AND AI

Technology and artificial intelligence (AI) have experienced exponential 
growth in recent years, revolutionizing various aspects of human life. This 
essay explores the remarkable advancement made in technology and AI. 
Focusing on their impacts and potential implications.

Increase In Computing Power.

One of the primary drivers behind the growth of technology and AI is the 
rapid increase in computing power. Moore’s law, which states that the 
number of transistors on a microchip doubles about every 2 years, has held 
true for several decades. This exponential growth in computing power has 
allowed for the development of more complex algorithms and the processing 
of vast amounts of data in real time.

Advancements In Robotics

Robotics is an integral part of AI development, allowing machines to perform 
tasks autonomously various sectors, including manufacturing, health care 
and entertainment, have witnessed remarkable advancements in robotics. 
Robots are increasingly performing complex tasks with precision, speed, and 
efficiency, reducing human involvement and enhancing productivity.

Machine Learning And Deep Learning

Machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) are subsets of AI that have 
gained significant attention. ML algorithms enable computers to learn and 
make prediction based on patterns and data without explicit programming. 
DL, on the other hand mimics the working of the human brain’s neural 
network to solve complex task.

Internet of things(IOT) 

The internet of things have played a crucial role in the growth of technology 
and AI by connecting various devices, senses and systems. This 
interconnectedness allows for seamless communication and data exchange 
leading to more informed decision-making. IOT has brought froth substantial 
advancements in smart homes, cities and industries, enabling automation 
and optimization of processes 

 Ethical and societal impacts 

While growth of technology and AI offers numerous benefits, it also possess 
ethical and societal challenges. Concerns regarding data privacy, security, 



job displacement, and AI bias have emerged. Striking a balance between 
technological advancements and ensuring ethical practices is crucial to harnessing 
the full potential of AI for the benefit of society.

Future Implications

The growth of technology and AI is expected to continue at an unprecedented pace. 
With further advancements in quantum computing argued reality and intelligent 
system. The possibilities appear boundless. 

Conclusion




